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 Ill

 THE BABAR-NAMA

 A PASSAGE JUDGED SPURIOUS IN THE
 HAYDARABAD MANUSCRIPT

 By ANNETTE 8. BEVERIDUE

 IT is with regret that I now find it impracticable to
 accept as authentic a passage in the llaydar?b?d MS.

 which had been welcomed there, (I) because being with
 that good text, it accredited the same passage in Ilminsky's
 imprint and in the M?moires de Baber, and (2) because,
 however ineffectually, it provides something to fill the
 B?bar-nfima gap of 908 A.n.

 As it concerns Babar's escape from impending death
 it may be distinguished as the Rescue Passage. In the
 Hay. MS. it begins on fol. 1186, 1. 2, and runs on for
 a folio and a half ; in Kehr's MS. it is on fol. 385
 [455], in the Kasan imprint on p. 144, and in the M?moires
 in vol. i, p. 255. It occurs also in the St. Petersburg
 University Codex which is copied from Kehr's MS.

 On the other hand, it is not with the Elphinstone MS.
 (fol. 89/>) or with its archetype (a fact learned from
 a scribe's note, fol. 90). As it is not found in either of
 the W?iqi'?it-i-bfibari it is safe to say it was not with
 their original when they were translated (1580 a.D. und
 1590 A.D.). Consequently, it is not with the Memoirs, the
 lineal descendant of the Elphinstone MS. and of the second

 W?qiTit-i-b?bar?.
 A few preliminary words must be said about the gap

 of 908 A.n. Its presence in the Elph. MS. and archetype
 does not prove that Bfibar left it, but shows merely that
 the gap existed before the Elph. MS. was copied (1556-67)
 and before either of the Persian translations was made.1

 1 JRAS., 1907, p. 137, and 1010, p. 882 [IT. Bevcrirlge].
 JJUS. ion. r>
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 66  THE BABAR-NAMA

 It appears to me due to loss of pages; in this, however,
 I regretfully differ from my husband. A textual detail
 which supports my view is that in the Elph. MS. the
 sentence before the gap lacks the terminal verb.1

 Ii for a moment it is considered why the gap of 908 a.h.
 should have been filled by an annotator (as we suppose
 it to have been filled) while the next gap, that of 914 a.h.,

 remains empty, an explanation is found in the following
 salient difference between them. It is well known that

 the section of Babar's writings of earliest date as to
 contents is a composed narrative put together at the
 end of his life. It breaks off within 914 A.H. and a gap
 of some eleven years separates it from the next and diary
 section beginning with 925 a.h. The gap of 914 A.n., even
 if the broken sentence preceding it suggests some loss of
 pages, appears due to the author's last illness. On the
 other hand, the gap of 908 A.H. occurs within the composed
 narrative and can reasonably be attributed solely to loss
 of pages, perhaps during Hum?yfin's wanderings in exile.
 Its abrupt ending at a critical point of Babar's story offers
 to an annotator the temptation of devising a d?nouement.

 I. The Previous Context and the English Version
 of the Rescue Passage

 (a) The context in various sources.
 Elph. MS., fol. 89b :

 Hay. MS., fol. 118?> : Varied ending ^J\jS lJI?j\ j?3.
 W?iqi'fit-i-b?barl, I.O. 215, fol. d?b, P?yanda Hasan's trans. :

 1 lYtyanda Hasan's Waqi'iit supplies tho verb, and, moreover, so fur
 supports rejection of tho Rescue Pussago that it agrees verbally with
 the Elph. MS. (e.g. it reproduces its word hech) ; this agreemont suggests

 manipulation of the HaydaiTibfid text for tho reception of tho Rescue
 l'a ??sage.
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 THE babar-nama  67

 It will ho noticed that the Elph. MS. and No. 215 agree as to
 the final

 W?qi'?t-i-b?bar?, 1.0. 217, fol. 79, 'Abdu'r-rah?m M/s trans. :

 The finaly^~\ is followed hy \?sH.\, which may he a part of the
 next heading.
 Muh. Sh?r?zVs lith. ed., p. 75, ends with <** Job ju^L .?Ll,
 a translation of what is in the llaydar?b?d Codex.
 Kehr's MS., fol. 383 [454], (Ilminsky, p. 144) :

 Attention is asked to the peculiarities of the last extract ;
 (l) to its studied verbal changes from the Waqi'?t-i-b?bar?, which
 yet reproduces B?bar's own words; (2) to its singular "I brought
 it to my mind " (lit. caused to come) ; (3) to its free com
 pletion of the broken ending.

 (b) English translation of the Rescue Passage.
 [N.B. The numbers refer to "III, General grounds for Rejection" ;
 the letters to " IV, Grounds of Style and Diction urging Rejection ". ]

 (Persian couplet, in Kehr's MS. only.) "If you remain
 (man?) a hundred years, on the one day (yakl) it must he gone
 from this heart-rejoicing palace."

 I steadied myself for death (qar?r blrdim). In that (aush??) (a)
 garden a stream came flowing (b) ; I made ablution ; I recited
 the prayer of two inclinations (ra'lcat) ; having raised my head
 for silent prayer, I was making earnest petition when my eyes
 closed in sleep (c). I (2) am seeing (d) that Khw?ja Yaq'?b (B),
 the son of Khw?ja Yahy?, and grandson of His Highness Khw?ja
 'Ubaidu'1-l?h, came facing me, mounted on a piebald horse, with
 a large company of piebald horsemen (e). He said : " Lay sorrow
 aside ! Khw?ja Ahr?r (i.e. 'Ubaidu'1-l?h) has sent me to you ; he
 said, * We having asked help for him (i.e. B?bar), will seat him
 on the royal throne (masnad) (f) ; wherever difficulty befalls
 him, let him look towards us (lit. bring us to sight) and call
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 68  THE BABAR-NAMA

 us to mind ; there will we be present/ Now, in this hour,
 victory and success are on your side; lift up your head! awake!"

 At that time (or, in that state, hat) (g) I awoke happy, when
 Y?suf and those with him (h) were giving one another advice.
 " We will make a pretext to deceive ; to seize and bind (i)
 is necessary." Hearing these words, I said, " Your words are
 of this sort, but I will see which of you will come to my
 presence to take me." I was saying this when outside the
 garden wall (j) came the noise of approaching horsemen. Yfisuf
 (laroqha said, " If we had taken you to Tambal our affairs
 would have gono forward. Now ho has sent again many
 persons to seize you." He was certain that this noise might
 bo the footfall of the horses of those sent by Tambal.
 On hearing those words anxiety grew upon me ; what to do
 1 did not know. At this time those horsemen, not happening
 to find the garden gate, broke down tho wall whoro it was old
 (and) came in. I saw (kursam, lit. might see) that Qutluq

 Muh. Darlas and Bfib?-i Parghar?(4), who (were) my life
 devoted servants, having arrived [with], it may be, ten, fifteen,
 twenty persons (k), were approaching. Having flung themselves
 (t?shl?b) (I) from their horses, bent the knee from afar and
 ?bowed respect, thoy fell at my foot. In that state (or time,
 h?l) such ecstasy (Ij?l) came over me that you might say (goy?)
 God gave me life from a new source (\ bash). I said, " Seize
 and bind that Y?suf darogha and these hero (ttlrgli?n) hireling
 manikins." These same manikins had taken to flight. They
 (i.e. the rescuers), having taken them, one by one, here and
 there, brought them bound. I said, " Where do you come from ?
 How did you get news ? " Qutluq Muh. Barias said: "When,
 having fled from Akhsi, we wore separated from you in tho
 flight, we went to Andijfui whon tho Khans also came to (?)
 Audi jan (2). I saw a vision that Khwftja 'Ubaidu'1-l?h said,
 B?bar p?dsh?h (ni) is in a village called Karn?n ; go and
 bring him, since the royal seat (niasnad) has become his
 possession (ta'alluq).' I having soon this vision and become
 happy, represented (tho matter) to tho Elder Khan (and) tho
 Younger Khan. I said to tho Khans, ' I have five or six
 younger brothers (and) sons ; do you add a few soldiers. I will
 go through (din) the Karn?n side (t>arf) and bring news.' The
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 THE BABAR-NAMA  69

 Kh?ns said, * It occurs to our minds also that (he) may have
 gone that same road (?).' They appointed ten persons ; they
 said, * Having gone in that direction (s?ri) and made very sure,
 bring news. Would to God you might get true (z?hir?) (n)
 news ! ' We were saying this when B?b?-i Pargharl said,
 * I too will go and seek/ He also having agreed with two
 young men, (his) younger brothers, we rode out. It is three
 days (9) to-day that we ar? on the road. Thank God ! we have
 found you." They said (didil?r, ? for dlh). They spoke
 (atil??r), "Make a move! Hide off! Take these hound ones
 with you! To stay here is not well; Tambal has had news of
 your coming here ; go, in whatever wTay, and join yourself to the
 Khans!" At that time we having ridden out, moved towards
 Andij?n (G). It was two days that we had eaten no food ; the
 evening prayer had come when we found a sheep, went on,
 dismounted, killed, and roasted. Of that same roast we ate as
 much as a feast. After that we rode on, hurried forward, made
 a five days' journey (9) in a day and two nights (9), came and
 entered Andij?n (6). I saluted my uncle the Elder Khan (and)
 my uncle the Younger Khan, and made recital of past days.
 With the Kh?ns I spent four months (7). My servants, who had
 gone looking in every place, gathered themselves together ; there
 were more than BOO persons (8). It came to my mind, " How
 long must I wander, a vagabond (sar-gard?n), in this Fargh?na
 country ? I will make search (talab) on every side/' Having
 said, I rode out in the month of Muharram to seek Khur?s?n,
 and I went out from the country of Fargh?na/

 II. Reasons against the Rejection of the Rescue
 Passage

 Two weighty facts urge against the rejection of the
 passage: (1) its presence with the Haydariib?d MS. and
 (2) its earlier acceptance by Dr. Ilminsky and M. de
 Courteille.

 As to the first of these facts, it must be admitted that it

 does give value to the passage, and that it gives it the
 1 Tho last sentence here is an adaptation of Bfihar's first of 010 a.h.

 A surmise of mine as to this sentence (JRAS., 1902, p. 740) is now
 abandoned.
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 70  THE BABAR-NAMA

 more value because there is no second item of extra
 matter with this codex. Nevertheless, I hope to show that
 the passage cannot owe its place of honour to intrinsic
 merit; that it owes it to distinguished authorship
 appears probable. Something as to its source may be
 gleaned by comparing it with other royal writings;
 dahfingir and Shfih-jahfin were both prone to annotation.
 When time allows, it shall be compared in detail with
 other anonymous writings included in Kehr's volume,
 notably with the Fragments.

 I shall now explain how it seems to me even natural
 that the two above-named Turki scholars should accept
 the Rescue Passage without comment. The strong argu
 ment, on linguistic grounds, of their acceptance against
 my own rejection will seem weaker if the specialities of
 their text (Kehr's) are considered.1
 Of those specialities the one pertinent here is this :

 Ivehr's text down to the entry of the Rescue Passage is
 corrupt so continuously and in such a manner as to be
 explicable only by regarding it as a re-translation into
 Turki of the second Persian W?qi'at.

 This being so, its corrupt diction would set up in the
 minds of those who, like lhninsky and de Courteille, were
 initiated in the Biibar-n?ma through it only, a false
 standard of Babar's style and vocabulary. Most books
 of any merit demand re-perusal of their earlier portion to
 give freedom in their authors' style and diction ; amongst
 those imperatively needing this re-perusal is assuredly the
 Bfibar-nfima in European hands. Both the Turki scholars
 having studied first the corrupt text, would come to tho
 Rescue Passage with impressions differing from those made
 by the true text ; they would the less feel transition to its
 un-B?bar-like Turki. Their unquestioning acceptance of
 the passage seems to show that they were not conscious
 of any transition. On the other hand, a student working

 1 JRAS., 1908, pp. 76 if.
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 THE BABAR-NAMA  71

 ab initio on the true text experiences a literary shock
 when passing from it to the passage.

 Of course, to all this it may be opposed that granting
 a wrong standard would be set up by Kehr's corrupt text,
 that standard would or could be corrected by the true
 text which in his volume succeeds the passage. In words
 this objection is sound, no doubt, and such reflex criticism
 is now easy. It was not easy, however, when Ilminsky
 and de Courteille were working ; they had no second
 text; the Biibar-nftma is a lengthy book, needing time to
 poise and grasp. It is a difficult book to handle even
 with the literary gains since the seventies ; work on it
 is still tentative.

 I would further point out that few of the grounds
 authoritative with us for rejection were known to the two
 Turki scholars; of these it suffices to mention three major
 ones, viz. the testimony of the Elphinstone and llaydar?b?d
 Codices and the collateral help given by Teuf el's critique
 on the Fragments. Several useful Oriental histories, again,
 were not easily accessible to them ; for myself there is the
 great gain that my husband's thought accompanies my
 work and the guidance of his great knowledge of related o o o

 Oriental literature is at my service.
 In sober truth, looking back to the drawbacks of those
 two earlier workers on Kehr's text, their acceptance then
 appears as natural as our to-day's rejection.

 III. General grounds for Rejection

 These mostly need here only recapitulation from my
 husband's article in the JASB., 1910, p. 221. They are
 as follows :?
 1. The passage is in neither of the Wfiqi'&t-i-bfibari.
 2. The dreams are too a propos and miraculous for

 credence.

 3. Khw?ja Yal.iy? is not known to have had a son
 named Yaq'?b.
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 72  THE BABAR-NAMA

 4. The names of the rescuers do not appear in the
 Bfibar-nfuna.

 5. The Kh?ns were not in Andij?n.
 6. B?bar did not go to Andij?n, but to the Khans in

 Kand-bad?m.
 7. He did not set out for Khurasan after spending

 four months with the Khans, but after their deaths and
 after about a year in Sukh and Hushi?r.

 8. Not over "300" followers gathered to him, but
 " under 300 and over 200 ".

 9. The " three days " and a " day and two nights "
 and " five days " road were some seventy miles.

 10. The passage is singularly insufficient for filling
 a gap of some eighteen months, during which events of
 the first importance occurred both to B?bar and to his
 uncles, the Kh?ns.

 11. Khw?ja Ahr?r's promises came to nothing as far
 as B?bar's wishes in 908 a.h. were concerned, and those
 of Yaq'iib for immediate victory were closely followed
 by defeat and exile. B?bar knew the facts ; the passage
 seems the product of an annotator looking back after the
 conquest of Hindustan.

 IV. Grounds of Style and Diction urging Rejection

 Between the style of the true text and that of the
 Rescue Passage stands the gulf between the master's and
 the tyro's ; moreover, as can be seen in the English trans
 lation, there is marked change in the choice of the details
 recorded ; e.g?, when B?bar mentions prayer, he does so
 simply ; at a crisis he would not note down signs of
 ceremonious respect ; when, as once, he tells a dream one
 feels that it was a true one. The passage leaves a general
 impression that the writer did not think in Turki ; did
 not write it with ease ; had not B?bar's thoughts ; was
 of the class alien from B?bar who talk of " heart
 rejoicing palaces ".
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 THE babar-nama  73

 The following are some of the many points of divergence
 in the Rescue Passage from Babar's habit in the true
 text. I omit numerous clerical errors and minor phrases
 unusual to him.

 (a) and (b) Hay. MB., fol. 1185, 1. B: l^J'^ !??b jLlj'
 ^J?J jjjiL^ The dem. pronoun jLijl is rare with B?bar;
 it occurs seven times in the Rescue Passage. B.'s common phrase

 is j\3\ ^. Cf. fol. 2, 1. 2 ; fol. B, 1. 5 ; fol. 4, 1. 7, etc.

 (c) Fol. 1185,1.5 ijjj l^JjI UJ?/? pj/. Cf. fol. 1175,1. 2
 from foot : ^??J? &?ybj\ **\?

 (d) Fol. 1185,1.5: xj~* jj? )j?, ht. I am seeing. Cf.
 fol. 88, 1. 6 : *}?j? ???y ftud id. ^^ \j? ,???

 (e) Fol. 1185,1. 7: uhij^c^.^ nt- wifcn piebald horse
 men. Three points attract attention here : the odd use of

 * piebald " ; the Persian suw?r for T. ?tllq, or ?tliq kishi ; the
 form bilan for B?bar's blla.

 (f) Fol. 1185, 1. 8, and fol. 1195, 1. 1. Masnad betrays
 Hindustan ; B?bar's word is takht. Cf. fol. 2B, 1. 8 from foot,
 and fol. BO, 1. 2 from foot.

 (g) Fol. 1185, 1. 5 from foot, and fol. lit), 1. 7 from foot.
 Hal, used as though for time, and ham (fol. 119, 1. 4) are both
 unusual.

 (h) Fol. 1185,1. 4 from foot : e^js^ [sic] l^j ?sic] ^jh)jAJb
 XjJ M ? ? Here two clerical errors, and qilm?k used for
 birm?k. Havirdh is not a common word for " companion "
 with B?bar, who uses some one of several phrases with blla.

 (i) Fol. 1185,1. B from foot, and fol. 1195,11. 5 and 7 from foot:

 jil?LciLcb ? ?l*Lib B?bar does not write of " binding ", but of
 taking (?lm?k) or of seizing (t?tm?q). He uses b?ghlam?q
 with the sense of putting together, e.g. an observatory or
 a diw?n.

 0) Fol. 1185, last line, and fol. 119, 1. 5 : diiv?r for tclvi.
 (k) Fol. 119, 1. 6, the triple number for B?bar's 10-20; and

 fol. 119, 1. 6 from foot, [j? for some form of ujCJ like.

 (?) Fol. 119, 1. 7: UL-?\j J>JjJ ^-J cJ?. For "dis
 mounting", B?bar does not use t?shl?ni?q. Twice already he has
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 74  THE BABAR-NAMA

 used this verb (fol. 946, 1. 5 from foot, and fol. 95, 1. 8) as from
 i?sh " outside ", of people who got out of forts by dropping from
 walls. If, however, it were taken as from t?sh " a stone ", it
 might be metaphorical, i.e. flung themselves, but I have not
 found it in the B?bar-n?ma.

 (m) Fol. 119, last line. (B?bar) p?dsh?h is an anachronism.
 Of. fol. 215.

 (u) Fol. 119, 1. 6: j*?>~ \j&\?&, c. d?fini te news; B?bar's phrases
 are made with <?LJU-.

 V. Conclusion
 On the various grounds given, therefore, we judge that

 the Rescue Passage is no part of B?bar's writings.
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